
Week 4 
Read 180



Happy 
Monday ☺

Grab a new “Do Now” sheet from the front 
stool.

Sit in your assigned seats, phones away.

Rewrite each sentence below for correct 
capitalization:

1. in ninth grade literature we read william
shakespeare’s “romeo and juliet”.

2. uncle joe says i need to go down market street 
to buy us some more milk from seven eleven.



Mindfulness
Time

5 minutes

Silence, phones away

Focus: silencing and calming our thoughts



Independent
Reading

20 minutes

Silence, phones 
away

Reading Log:
Date

Page numbers

 1-sentence 
summary



New 
Vocabulary
QHT Q – Questioning: I have never heard this word 

before, and I do not know what it means.

H – Heard it: I have heard this word before, and I 
somewhat know what it means.

T – Teach it: I know this word so well that I could 
teach it.



Agenda
Finish “Magic of the Mind” research articles

Central Idea Notes

Start planning informative paragraph





Taco 
Tuesday ☺

Sit in your assigned seats, phones away.

Rewrite the following sentences to correct 
the capitalization in the “Day 2 Do Now” 
box:

1. we are going out west this weekend to see 
my aunt jackie.

2. i am new to wheeler high school from 
chicago, illinois. 



Trade and 
Grade

Send your paper to the right.

Give your paper to me if you are on the end.

Correct your person’s sentences.

 If they had no corrections in a sentence they 
get a point for the sentence.

 If they had at least one correction, they do 
not get a point for the sentence.

Write YOUR name and how many they had 
correct out of 2:

EX) 1/2



Correct 
Answers

1. We are going out West this weekend to 
see my Aunt Jackie.

2. I am new to Wheeler High School from 
Chicago, Illinois. 



Announcement

Hall/Bathroom passes:
Many of you have already used almost half 

of your passes! 

Once you run out, you will not get another 
set until October.

That means you CANNOT go ANYWHERE.

Use your passes wisely! (I give you more 
than enough)



Mindfulness
Time

5 minutes

Silence, phones away.

Focus: silencing thoughts, calming the mind



Independent 
Reading

20 minutes

Silence, phones 
away

Reading Log:
Date

Page numbers

 1-sentence 
summary



Whole Group

Eyewitness Testimony Video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Chg
Pk2OiZCw&list=PLlcS-
v5MGVlDt9eYwOjD5y0XbstO834Jq&ind
ex=22

Dicussion

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChgPk2OiZCw&list=PLlcS-v5MGVlDt9eYwOjD5y0XbstO834Jq&index=22


Agenda

Computer Group:
Continue in software 

modules

The microphone issue 
should be fixed. Come 
see me if you still have 
issues.

Small Group:
Synonyms

 Finish central idea 
diagram

Start Planning 
Informative paragraph



Vocabulary 
Practice Complete the following in your “Day 2 

Vocabulary Practice” box:

1. Write down each of your new vocabulary terms 
#1-10.

2. Write a SYNONYM for each term.

*You may NOT use Google…only your brain!





Wacky 
Wednesday 
☺

Sit in your assigned seats, phones away.

Rewrite the following sentences to correct 
the capitalization mistakes in your “Day 3 
Do Now” box:

1. we are going to go to many wildcat 
basketball games this Winter. 

2. my mom said, “i’m going to call the fbi to 
come inspect the smell in this room!”



Corrections

1. We are going to go to many Wildcat 
basketball games this winter. 

2. My mom said, “I’m going to call the FBI to 
come inspect the smell in this room!”



3rd Block Only

Picture Day! We will go down to the arena at 
12:38…someone will be in charge of 
reminding me.

We will finish taking our pictures and head 
back to class at 1PM…you must be back in 
the classroom by 1:05! 

You will be marked tardy if you do not 
come back in time.

DO NOT LOSE YOUR PHOTO CARD!



Mindfulness 
Time

5 minutes

Silence, phones away

Focus: quieting thoughts and calming the mind



Independent 
Reading

20 minutes

Silent, phones 
away

Reading Log:
Date

Page 
numbers

 1-sentence 
summary



Vocabulary 
Practice

Complete the following in your “Day 3 Vocabulary 
Practice” box:

1. Write down each of your terms #1-10.

2. Write an ANTONYM for each term.

**We will come up with antonyms together.



Agenda

Central idea web

Plan informational paragraph

Start drafting informational paragraph





Happy 
Friday Eve 
☺

Sit at your assigned seats, phones away.

Answer the following in three complete 
sentences in your “Day 4 Do Now” box:

1. Create an argument. Cobb County schools are 
considering lengthening summer, but at the cost 
of getting rid of the week long breaks we get 
almost every month of the school year. Would 
you rather have the week long breaks and a 
shortened summer (like we have now)? Or, would 
you rather have a longer summer without the 
week long breaks each month? Defend your 
choice.



Mindfulness 
Time

5 minutes

Silence, phones away

Focus: silencing our 
thoughts, calming 
our minds



Independent 
Reading 20 minutes

Silence, phones away

Reading Log:
Date

Page numbers

 1-sentence summary



Agenda

Computers:
Continue on Read 

180 software 
modules

Small Group:
Vocabulary 

practice: sentences

 Finish “Magic of the 
Mind” central idea 
packet

Start drafting
paragraph



Vocabulary 
Practice

Complete the following in your “Day 4 
Vocabulary Practice” box:

1. Use each of your vocabulary terms in a 
sentence.

2. Underline/highlight/circle each term as you use 
it.

*NO Google! You must come up with the sentences 
on your own.





Happy 
Friday ☺

**2nd Block: I’m at a meeting, I’ll be back by the 
time the bell rings…get started!

Complete the following in the “Day 5 Do Now” 
box:

1. Free write day! Write about anything that is on 
your mind OR make up a story. This must be 
completed in three complete sentences. Be sure 
to use correct capitalization and punctuation.

*Keep in mind: any discussion of self harm or harm 
to others will be immediately referred to the 
counseling office.



Mindfulness
Time

5 minutes

Silence, phones 
away

Focus: silencing 
our thoughts, 
calming the 
mind.



Independent
Reading

20 minutes

Silence, phones 
away

Reading Log:
Date

Page numbers

 1-sentence 
summary



Vocabulary 
Practice

Trashketball!

Rules:
No cursing/foul language.

No making fun of others.

No blocking/distracting.

No phones/notes.

You must stay in your seat if you are not 
shooting.

**A violation of any of these will result in 
point deduction!



Agenda

Finish graphic
organizer

Start drafting 
paragraph


